Elected Officials Transportation Committee (EOTC)
Thursday, March 25, 2021 - 4:00pm
Location – Town of Snowmass Village; Host and Chair – Town of Snowmass Village
EOTC Background, Documents, and Packet Materials may be found here:
https://pitkincounty.com/1322/Elected-Officials-Transportation-Committ

EOTC Vision: We envision the Roaring Fork Valley as the embodiment of a sustainable transportation
system emphasizing mass transit and mobility that contributes to the happiness and wellbeing of
residents and visitors.
EOTC Mission: Work collectively to reduce and manage the volume of vehicles on the road and
parking system and continue to develop and support a comprehensive multimodal, long-range strategy
that will insure a convenient, equitable and efficient transportation system for the Roaring Fork Valley.
Summary of State Statute and Ballot Requirements: The 0.5% County Transit Sales and Use Tax
shall be used for the purpose of financing, constructing, operating and managing a public, fixed route
mass transportation system within the Roaring Fork Valley.
Public Comment Instructions: The meeting can be viewed and comments made live via the link
and email address below. Please click the link below to watch the meeting live:
https://www.tosv.com/193/Town-Meetings. Email address to submit comments:
livecomment@tosv.com. If you wish to attend the meeting, members of the public are welcome
at Snowmass Village Town Hall but must wear a mask inside the building and maintain 6’ of
social distance.

I.

4:00 - 4:10

PUBLIC COMMENT
(Comments limited to three minutes per person)

II.

4:10 - 4:20

EOTC COMMITTEE MEMBER UPDATES

III.

4:20 – 5:30

EOTC IGA Update
David Pesnichak, Transportation Administrator
Decision Needed: Approval of EOTC IGA Update

IV.

5:30 – 6:00

Page 41
UPDATES-INFORMATION ONLY
A. Integrated Mobility System Study – Phase 2
B. Upper Valley Transit Enhancement Study
C. Brush Creek Park and Ride to AABC Trail Connection Feasibility
Study

Page 13
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D. Brush Creek Park and Ride – FLAP Construction Timeline Update
E. Brush Creek Park and Ride – One-Season Food Truck / Farm
Stand Experiment
F. Buttermilk Park and Ride Signage
G. Maroon Creek Roundabout Reconstruction Funding Request
H. Town of Snowmass Village Transit Center – Progress Update
(Provided by David Peckler, Transportation Director, Town of
Snowmass Village)

*Next meeting is July 29, 2021 – Pitkin County to Host & Chair
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2021 WORK PLAN – FOR REFERENCE ONLY
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2021 WORK PLAN – FOR REFERENCE ONLY
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2021 WORK PLAN – FOR REFERENCE ONLY
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2021 WORK PLAN – FOR REFERENCE ONLY
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2021 WORK PLAN – FOR REFERENCE ONLY
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2021 BUDGET – FOR REFERENCE ONLY
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ELECTED OFFICIALS TRANSPORTATION COMMITTEE (EOTC)
AGREEMENTS & DECISIONS REACHED
AT THE OCTOBER 29, 2020 MEETING
Location (Virtual) – City of Aspen
City of Aspen - Host & Chair
Elected Officials in Attendance:
Aspen – 5
Torre
Ward Hauenstein
Skippy Mesirow
Ann Mullins
Rachel Richards

Pitkin County - 5
Kelly McNicholas Kury
Steve Child
George Newman
Patti Clapper
Greg Poschman

Snowmass - 5
Markey Butler
Tom Goode
Bill Madsen
Alyssa Shenk
Bob Sirkus

Absent: None
______________________________________________________________________________
Agreements & Decisions Reached
PUBLIC COMMENT
None
COMMITTEE MEMBER UPDATES
None
Proposed 2021 EOTC Budget
David Pesnichak - Transportation Administrator
Mr. Pesnichak explained the fiscal outlook for the EOTC and proposed a staff recommended
budget for 2021. The EOTC revenues are comprised of funds from the 0.5% Pitkin County
Transit Sales and Use Tax of which the EOTC retains 100% of use tax revenues and 18.96% of
sales tax revenues. This outlook included impacts to date from COVID-19 and the recent
changes in state law related to sales and use tax collections passed in 2019 (HB19-1240).
Based on the current projections, between 2019 and 2020 the EOTC is anticipated to have a
73.1% decrease in use tax revenues and a 7.9% decrease in sales tax revenues. Overall, the
EOTC is expected to see an approximately 41.4% decrease in overall revenues between 2019
and 2020.
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Projections between 2020 and 2021 include a 0% increase in sales tax revenue and a -4.25%
decrease in use tax revenue. Overall, EOTC revenue is expected to decrease by 9.4% between
2020 and 2021.
Total annual EOTC revenues are expected to decrease from $2,725,220 in 2018 and $3,257,373
in 2019 to $1,907,648 in 2020 and $1,727,704 in 2021.
Staff recommended that the EOTC adopt the staff proposed budget for 2021 along with the
proposed 2021 EOTC Work Plan. This budget included the removal of the “Lockboxes” from
the 2021 budget and replaced them with a line entitled “Unobligated EOTC Fund Balance”. This
line represents the amount of funds available in a given year that are not otherwise obligated to
current year operations or current and future year projects.
The EOTC had the following budget requests for 2021:
Renewals:
- We-Cycle Operational Support ($100,000 – One-Year Renewal)
- X-Games Bus Subsidy ($115,000 – One-Year Renewal)
One-Time Increases in Funding:
- Snowmass Mall Transit Center ($6 million total w/ $721,213 increase – 2022
Construction, $12 million total project)
- BC P&R FLAP Grant Match ($3,493,622 total w/ $1,493,622 increase – 2021
Construction, $6.9 million total project)
New Requests:
- Integrated Mobility System (IMS) Phase 2 ($25,000 EOTC match - $65,000 total
project)
- Upper Valley Transit Enhancement Study ($45,000 EOTC match - $100,000 total
project)
- Bicycle / Pedestrian Connection to Brush Creek P&R Feasibility Study ($25,000 EOTC
match - $75,000 total project)
- Aerial Connection Feasibility (Public Request) ($50,000 request – Not Funded)
Staff reviewed the matrix used by staff to rank the EOTC expenditures recommended by staff in
2021. This matrix measures how well each expenditure meets the 2020 EOTC Strategic Plan and
CVTP.
The Committee discussed moving forward with the staff recommendation to conduct a
‘Technical Survey’ for the Aerial Connection between Brush Creek P&R, Aspen and Snowmass.
While several members expressed interest in learning more at some point others felt as though
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such an effort was not necessary. In the end, the Committee decided not to move forward with
the Aerial Connection Feasibility Study or Technical Survey in 2021. The Committee did
express interest in reviewing a more thorough analysis of available technologies for public transit
within the next few years, but not in 2021. While this expenditure was not a part of the staff
recommended budget ultimately approved by the Committee, it was subsequently removed from
the staff recommended 2021 EOTC Work Plan.
The EOTC voted to adopt the staff recommended 2021 Budget. The vote for the 2021 EOTC
Budget was conducted by jurisdiction. The vote was as follows:
Pitkin County: 5-0
Town of Snowmass Village: 5-0
City of Aspen: 5-0
Decision Reached:
•

Adopt Staff Recommended 2021 EOTC Budget

Proposed 2021 EOTC Work Plan
David Pesnichak - Transportation Administrator
Mr. Pesnichak reviewed the staff proposed 2021 EOTC Work Plan. While the EOTC completed
the Strategic Plan and update to the Comprehensive Valley Transportation Plan (CVTP) in 2020,
updating the 1993 EOTC IGA to reflect the newly updated CVTP and clarifying decision making
is slated for spring of 2021 and is included in this Work Plan.
Also of importance in 2021 is completing and continuing to support existing EOTC efforts.
These efforts include the Brush Creek Park and Ride FLAP grant improvements, the Town of
Snowmass Village Transit Center, the new Dynamic Message Sign (DMS) on Highway 82, and
conducting the one-season Food Truck / Farm Stand experiment should it be approved by the
Pitkin County Planning Commission in November 2020.
Looking ahead, the Work Plan in conjunction with the 2021 EOTC Budget contain several
studies including the Integrated Mobility Study (IMS) Phase 2 and the Upper Valley Transit
Enhancement Study which are anticipated to provide operational and infrastructure guidance to
the EOTC in the short to mid-term (1-5 years). These results are to inform the development of
the 2022 EOTC Budget and Work Plan. Long-term discussions on transit planning are
anticipated to be included with the 2022 Work Plan.
The 2021 EOTC Work Plan also included a partnership feasibility study with the City of Aspen
Parks and Open Space Department and the Pitkin County Open Space and Trails Department to
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jointly fund and conduct an update to the 2014 feasibility study to connect the Brush Creek Park
and Ride with the AABC / Rio Grande Trail. Public outreach and board engagement are
anticipated to occur in 2022.
The EOTC reviewed the 2021 meeting dates of March 25, 2021, July 29, 2021, and October 28,
2021. It was noted that North West COG meetings could conflict for a few members if they
begin to be conducted in person again, but a change to the proposed EOTC dates was not
recommended.
Staff recommended that the EOTC accept the proposed 2021 Work Plan.
The EOTC voted to adopt the staff recommended 2021 Work Plan with the amendment that the
Aerial Technology Survey be removed. The EOTC vote for the 2021 Work Plan was conducted
by jurisdiction. The vote was as follows:
Pitkin County: 5-0
Town of Snowmass Village: 5-0
City of Aspen: 5-0
Decision Reached:
● Accept the 2021 EOTC Work Plan and Meeting Dates with the amendment that the
Aerial Technology Survey be removed.
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AGENDA ITEM SUMMARY
EOTC MEETING DATE:

March 25, 2021

AGENDA ITEM TITLE:

EOTC IGA Update

STAFF RESPONSIBLE:

David Pesnichak, Transportation Administrator

ISSUE STATEMENT: The Intergovernmental Agreement (IGA) between the City of Aspen, Town of
Snowmass Village and Pitkin County that created the EOTC’s organizational structure is still in its
original form from its adoption in 1993. Following guidance from the 2019 EOTC retreat, the EOTC
adopted a Strategic Plan and updated Comprehensive Valley Transportation Plan (CVTP) in 2020.
Among the final steps to be taken from the direction obtained at the retreat in 2019 includes clarifying the
decision making structure and updating the guiding documents for the EOTC. In accordance with the
accepted 2020 and 2021 EOTC Work Plan, this is to be accomplished through an update to the 1993 IGA
and considered in the spring of 2021 following adoption of the Strategic Plan and updated CVTP.
BACKGROUND:

Memo Contents
-

-

Progress and Goals Overview
o Where we have been
o Where we are
o Where we are going
Proposed IGA Changes
o Overview
o List of Changes and Explanation
Attachments
o Proposed updated EOTC IGA for review and consideration
o 1993 IGA, Resolution 61, and Resolution 62

Progress and Goals Overview
The below overview stems from feedback received from the last EOTC retreat in 2019. The purpose of
this section is to outline where we have been, where we are, and where we are going in terms of
addressing the governance priorities from the retreat. This section also identifies how the proposed update
to the EOTC IGA fits within this progress.
Where we have been – In 2020 the EOTC adopted its first Strategic Plan and its first update to the CVTP
since 1993. Whereas the Strategic Plan is a high-level guiding document that is used to inform overall
EOTC direction, the CVTP utilizes the guidance from the Strategic Plan to inform the policy level
expenditure priorities for the EOTC in the coming years. As shown in the graphic below, each effort
builds upon each other starting with the high-level strategic plan and coming together in an updated
budget framework that will evaluate and rank EOTC projects and spending on an annual basis.
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Where we are - The EOTC IGA update is the third official step to updating the EOTC governing
documents and builds off the guidance established with the adoption of the Strategic Plan and CVTP.
Below is an overview of the schedule from the 2020 EOTC Work Plan to update the EOTC’s working
documents and plans.

We are Here →

The March 25, 2021 EOTC meeting will focus on updating the 1993 EOTC IGA and associated
resolutions. The IGA and associated Resolution 61 and 62 were adopted in 1993 before the ½ cent transit
sales and use tax was approved by voters. The IGA and Resolutions 61 and 62 serve several functions
including: 1) Establishing and organizing the EOTC (IGA), 2) Adopting the initial Comprehensive Valley
Transportation Plan (CVTP) (Resolution 61), and 3) Identifying the projects to be funded by the proceeds
from transportation revenue bonds at that time (Resolution 62). While these documents were adopted
separately leading up to the election in 1993 they are also interdependent.
The goals of this IGA update include:
1) Update the language and terminology in the IGA and Resolution 61 and 62 documents,
2) Simplify the IGA and associated Resolution 61 and 62 by combining them into one IGA
document; and,
3) Clarify the decision-making processes for the EOTC.
Where we are going - Looking ahead at the final identified “Budget Framework Development” phase,
several steps have already been undertaken in 2020 to move this effort forward.
First, with the approval of the Strategic Plan and CVTP, staff developed a ranking matrix for all projects
and efforts under consideration for the EOTC in a given year. Starting with the 2021 budget year, Staff
ranked all of the budget expenditures in accordance with how well they meet the Mission, Vision,
Guiding Principles and Key Strategies within the Strategic Plan and the tactical focus areas identified
within the CVTP. This system assists staff in determining recommendations to the EOTC that best meet
the direction the Committee has identified.
Second, at the 2021 EOTC budget meeting in October 2020 and at the recommendation of Staff, the
EOTC removed the “Lock Boxes” from the EOTC budget. While these discussions were originally
planned to take place in 2021, the shifts to the EOTC budget caused by the changes in Sales and Use Tax
collections and COVID-19 moved this specific discussion and recommendation up in priority and
timeline.
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With the budget framework progress to date, looking ahead at the EOTC meeting scheduled for July 29
staff anticipates bringing the results of the Integrated Mobility Study (IMS) and the Upper Valley Transit
Enhancement Study to the Committee (See detailed progress description in Transportation Administrator
Update memo). Along with the results from these two studies, staff will compile a recommendation on
how best to move these efforts forward to implementation in the coming years. Part of this
recommendation will be a cost / benefit analysis matrix to be used to prioritize infrastructure projects. The
goal is to develop a system to prioritize infrastructure projects that have the greatest transit impact for
each dollar spent. This prioritization of infrastructure projects from the cost/benefit analysis is anticipated
to become the basis for a capital improvement plan for the EOTC moving forward.
The comments and direction received at the July 29 EOTC meeting will inform the development of the
2022 EOTC budget and work plan, which the EOTC will review at the October 2021 meeting.
Considering the anticipated progress made by the July EOTC meeting, all of the primary directives
received from the EOTC at the 2019 retreat will have been completed or underway. In 2022, Staff
anticipates another EOTC retreat to flesh out the EOTC direction for the next few years.
Proposed IGA Changes
Overview
The proposed EOTC draft IGA is attached to this memo for review and consideration (Attachment 1).
As noted previously, the goals of this IGA update include:
1) Update the language and terminology in the IGA and Resolution 61 and 62 documents,
2) Simplify the IGA and associated Resolution 61 and 62 by combining them into one IGA
document; and,
3) Clarify the decision-making processes for the EOTC.
Although the IGA, Resolution 61 and Resolution 62 were adopted separately, they are also all
interdependent. While these separate adoptions appears to have been logical in 1993 in advance of the
election for the ½ cent transit sales and use tax, maintaining them as independent documents at his point
is cumbersome. As a result, Staff is recommending an updated IGA that combines the relevant provisions
from the original IGA, Resolution 61, and Resolution 62.
As a reminder, the primary topics and purpose of the 1993 IGA, Resolution 61, and Resolution 62 are as
follows:
- IGA – Established EOTC to implement the CVTP
- Resolution 61 – Approved 1993 CVTP and endorsed sales / use tax for upcoming election
- Resolution 62 – Confirmed projects to be funded from 1993 bond issuance
The proposed IGA has been reviewed by:
- EOTC staff;
- City of Aspen, Town of Snowmass Village, and Pitkin County managers;
- City of Aspen, Town of Snowmass Village, and Pitkin County attorneys; and,
- Pitkin County bond counsel.
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Recommended changes from the staff, managers, attorneys, and bond counsel reviews have been
incorporated into the proposed IGA draft, attached.
Pitkin County bond counsel reviewed the proposed IGA because Resolution 62 relates to the use of bonds
issued in 1993. Bond counsel reviewed the IGA to ensure that this proposed update would not adversely
impact any of the existing bonds or bond holders. With the recommendations from bond counsel
incorporated into the proposed IGA, staff feels confident that any issues related to bonding are adequately
addressed.
It is worth noting that the 1993 IGA and Resolutions 61 and 62 are out of date. As a result, the bulk of the
changes within the proposed IGA are updates (striking obsolete language, for example), updating the
history of the ½ cent transit sales and use tax in the ‘whereas’ statements, and/or relocation of text to
accommodate the combining of the three documents. In addition, since the 1993 IGA and resolutions
were adopted before the ½ cent transit sales and use taxes was passed by voters, there is quite a bit of
speculative language throughout all of these original documents.
The updated IGA does, however, make some notable changes and reaffirm / identify how the EOTC has
been functioning to date. Below is a list and explanation of the primary changes and reaffirmations you
will find throughout the proposed IGA.
List of Changes and Explanation
- Organizational Structure and Committee Name:
The 1993 IGA identifies that “the parties hereby agree to conduct regular public meetings of
representatives of the three jurisdictions…” but does not otherwise spell out the makeup or name the
EOTC.
The proposed IGA names the EOTC as the primary purpose for the Agreement. In addition, it states that
“The EOTC shall consist of the elected officials representing the parties to this agreement (the Pitkin
County Board of Commissioners, the Town of Snowmass Village Town Council, and the City of Aspen
City Council County).” This means that the official membership of the EOTC is maintained at 15 elected
officials as it operates today.
- EOTC to Hold Noticed Special Meetings and Voting at Meetings is to be Final:
To date, the voting conducted at an EOTC meeting has not been final. The final vote on an expenditure,
effort, or plan has been conducted within each jurisdiction separately following the formal EOTC
meeting. This second meeting has decreased efficiency and increased confusion over the how the EOTC
is to conduct business.
The proposed IGA states: “EOTC meetings shall be noticed special meetings for each party. Votes tallied
at an EOTC meeting shall be final.” By holding EOTC meetings as noticed special meetings with public
notice conducted by each jurisdiction prior to the scheduled meeting, the vote taken at the EOTC meeting
can be final. This means that a separate meeting does not need to be held with each jurisdiction following
the EOTC meeting and vote, thereby increasing efficiency and streamlining the decision making process.
All this said there are times with a Committee as large as the EOTC that it is necessary and desirable to
hold individual meetings by jurisdiction to obtain decisions in a timely manner. The proposed IGA
therefore includes language for the CVTP, Expenditures and Budgets, and Supporting Documents or
Plans that accommodates this flexibility. Specifically, the proposed IGA states that the CVTP,
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Expenditures and Budgets, and Supporting Documents or Plans “should be agreed upon by all three
parties at a regular scheduled meeting of the EOTC, but may be acted on by the individual parties at their
respective regular meetings.” By way of example for this type of decision process, this was successfully
utilized in 2020 for the adoption of the Strategic Plan when COVID-19 disrupted the planned schedule
and as a result, the Transportation Administrator presented the plan to each jurisdiction separately. Once
all jurisdictions agreed and voted affirmatively for the proposed plan, it could be adopted without
convening the whole EOTC.
- Decision Making Processes:
The current IGA only provides direction regarding expenditures. The IGA states that all expenditures and
project “shall be agreed upon by all three parties in advance of any such expenditure and/or project as
evidenced by a resolution duly adopted by the governing bodies of each party.” Other actions that could
be under taken by the EOTC are procedurally undefined.
The proposed IGA breaks out the different actions which the EOTC can take including: 1) adoption or
update of the CVTP, 2) expenditures and / or budgets, 3) supporting documents or plans, and 4)
administrative direction. The processes for review of each of these different actions are outlined in the
table below from the proposed IGA.

As can be seen in the table above, the processes for the CVTP, Expenditures /Budget, and Supporting
Document or Plans are similar to that which is utilized today by the EOTC for expenditures.
One notable exception from the process used today is that an authorized representative from each party
can sign the resolution of approval. Functionally, this means that the mayor or chairperson can sign the
prepared resolution for that jurisdiction without having to hold a separate public meeting. This is
accomplished by holding each EOTC meeting as a publically noticed special meeting where voting at that
meeting is final.
In addition, the proposed IGA includes a category for Administrative Direction that does not involve
adoption of a plan or expenditure of funds. Approval of Administrative Direction only requires a majority
vote of the three member jurisdictions and does not require memorialization in a resolution.
- Quorum:
To date there has not been a requirement for each jurisdiction to have a quorum at an EOTC meeting. The
1993 IGA simply states that meetings are to consist of “representatives of the three jurisdictions”.
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If EOTC meetings are going to be noticed special meetings of each jurisdiction, however, then a quorum
will be necessary. As a result, the proposed IGA includes language that “A majority of the membership
from each of the parties must be in attendance to officially act at an EOTC meeting.” In order to help
facilitate adequate representation at each of the EOTC meetings, staff does intend to continue a virtual
option for EOTC members going forward as this has proven to be an effective participation option over
the past year.
BUDGETARY IMPACT:
None.
RECOMMENDED ACTION:
Adopt the proposed updated EOTC IGA
ATTACHMENTS:
1 - Proposed updated EOTC IGA for review and consideration
2 - 1993 IGA, Resolution 61, and Resolution 62
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ATTACHMENT 1
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ATTACHMENT 1
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ATTACHMENT 1
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ATTACHMENT 1
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ATTACHMENT 1
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ATTACHMENT 1

24

ATTACHMENT 1

25

ATTACHMENT 1

26

ATTACHMENT 2

27

ATTACHMENT 2
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ATTACHMENT 2

29

ATTACHMENT 2
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ATTACHMENT 2
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ATTACHMENT 2
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ATTACHMENT 2
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ATTACHMENT 2
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ATTACHMENT 2
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ATTACHMENT 2
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ATTACHMENT 2
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ATTACHMENT 2
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ATTACHMENT 2
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ATTACHMENT 2
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AGENDA ITEM SUMMARY
EOTC MEETING DATE:

March 25, 2021

AGENDA ITEM TITLE:

Transportation Administrator Updates

STAFF RESPONSIBLE:

David Pesnichak, Transportation Administrator

ISSUE STATEMENT: This memo is intended to keep the EOTC up to date on efforts that are within or
could affect areas within the EOTC’s purview. The updates included in this memo are as follows.

a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.

Integrated Mobility System Study – Phase 2
Upper Valley Transit Enhancement Study
Brush Creek Park and Ride to AABC Trail Connection Feasibility Study
Brush Creek Park and Ride – FLAP Construction Timeline Update
Brush Creek Park and Ride – One-Season Food Truck / Farm Stand Experiment
Buttermilk Park and Ride Signage
Maroon Creek Roundabout Reconstruction Funding Request
Town of Snowmass Village Transit Center – Progress Update
(Provided by David Peckler, Transportation Director, Town of Snowmass Village)

BACKGROUND: The following updates are provided for EOTC information.
a.

Integrated Mobility System (IMS) Study – Phase 2

Background:
The Community Forum Task Force on Transportation and Mobility is a 31-citizen member
committee that was created to address the transportation issues that have plagued the upper
Roaring Fork Valley. The Task Force met in 2016 and 2017. In 2017 the Task Force released the
Upper Valley Mobility Report which outline the Integrated Mobility System (IMS). The IMS is
comprised of five key pillars or strategies that could be implemented as budgets permit over
short, mid, and long-term timeframes.
The five strategies identified within the IMS are (See graphic below): Phased BRT
enhancements, ride sharing, ride hailing, HOV Lane enforcement, and congestion reduction
measures.
Analysis of the IMS was intended to be a 2 phase, 2-year study starting in 2020 and completing
in 2021.
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Five Pillars or Strategies of the IMS

Phase 1:
In 2019, the EOTC and RFTA obligated a total of $19,755 for Phase 1 of the professional
analysis of the IMS. Fehr and Peers completed phase 1 in 2020.
The Phase 1 analysis included:
a. Refinement and definition of the five strategies identified in the IMS to allow for
modeling purposes.
b. Performance of a high-level effectiveness analysis of the five strategies of the IMS to
create a general picture of the potential reduction in vehicle miles travelled (VMT),
greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions, and reduced single occupancy vehicle (SOV) travel.
c. Identification of a draft initial implementation framework.
Phase 1 created a ranked effectiveness of the five strategies of the IMS based on anticipated
long-term congestion reduction and related greenhouse gas emissions.
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Anticipated Long Term Effectiveness of the five IMS strategies if implemented independently

In addition, Phase 1 highlighted two major takeaways from the analysis:
- Interdependency of strategies:
Individual measures can have limited impacts on reductions to congestion and greenhouse gas
emissions, however their effectiveness can be multiplied when implemented as a system.
- No Silver Bullet:
When moving forward with congestion mitigation and limiting greenhouse gas emissions, small
incremental steps that build on one another are expected to have the greatest overall impact.
Based on the identified effectiveness of the five strategies of the IMS along with the two noted
takeaways, the Fehr and Peers team developed the following draft implementation outline.
Short-Term Implementation (0-5 Years):
-

HOV lane enforcement on State Highway (SH) 82
Increase parking prices and expand hours of pricing in downtown Aspen
Speed and reliability improvements along BRT route
Implement pilot ridesharing app for commuters

Medium-Term Implementation (3-10 Years):
-

Implement ride hailing service in Aspen/Snowmass Area
Monitor performance to ensure mobility and emissions goals are being met
Expand the City of Aspen’s carsharing program, and begin fleet electrification
Expand the Aspen Downtowner’s service and fleet
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-

Construct new Park & Ride in the Carbondale/El Jebel/Basalt area, and enhance bus
connections between Snowmass and Aspen

Long-Term Implementation (11+ Years):
-

Implement dynamic road pricing on SH 82

Throughout Phase 1, Fehr and Peers in conjunction with Staff developed three report out
memoranda. At the end of Phase 1, the Transportation Administrator along with the Fehr and
Peers team reported these conclusions out to the Pitkin County Board of County Commissioners,
the City of Aspen City Council, the Town of Snowmass Village Town Council, and the RFTA
Board. These report out meetings all occurred in September of 2020.
Phase 2:
With direction from the EOTC, Pitkin County has procured the assistance of Fehr and Peers to
execute Phase 2 of this study. The Phase 2 analysis is to be completed by June 2021 and will
include the follow elements:
a. Develop performance measures and an evaluation framework to ensure the IMS is
working well and achieving the desired goals.
b. More detailed travel analysis on what trips are likely to be affected by the IMS and more
detail on how to mitigate some of the impacts caused by the IMS.
c. Using the detailed travel analysis, perform a more detailed transportation GHG emissions
analysis.
d. Perform an equity impact analysis of the IMS to understand which groups might be
disproportionally impacted and develop mitigation measures to address those impacts.
e. Perform an autonomous vehicle risk and benefit assessment to understand how the IMS
will need to be adjusted to a future with AVs (includes both private AVs and autonomous
transit).
f. Analyze the potential impacts from COVID-19 on the implementation of the IMS.
A final professional written report will be developed documenting the methodology, process and
findings for the overall IMS.
The total cost for Phase 2 is $65,000. Funding sources for Phase 2 include CDOT (MMOF grant
award): $30,000, RFTA: $10,000, and the EOTC: $25,000.
A kick off meeting for Phase 2 was conducted on January 22. Those present included staff from
the City of Aspen, Town of Snowmass Village, Pitkin County, RFTA, the Aspen Institute, and
members of the Community Forum Task Force on Transportation and Mobility.
The schedule for Phase 2 was reviewed at the January 22 kick-off meeting (See below). Staff and
the represented members of the Community Task Force provided initial feedback to the Fehr and
Peers team.
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The final results of the IMS Phase 1 and Phase 2 will be reported out to the EOTC at the July 29,
2021 meeting.
Also at this meeting on July 29, the results from the Upper Valley Transit Enhancement (UVTE)
study (See next section of this memo for an update on this study) will be reported out to the
EOTC. While the UVTE is technically a separate study, it ties in with the IMS in that it moves
the needle on BRT Enhancements, which has been identified as one of the short-term
implementation components of the IMS.
The results of the IMS study and the UVTE will be analyzed by staff leading up to the July 29
EOTC meeting. Staff will establish a recommendation to the EOTC for tackling both the
recommendations of the UVTE and the IMS. The comments and direction received from the
EOTC at their July 29 meeting will then be carried forward and appropriately integrated into the
2022 budget and Work Plan, which is to be adopted in October 2021.
b.

Upper Valley Transit Enhancement (UVTE) Study

Project Description - The goal of the UVTE is to identify and prioritize infrastructure projects
that:
1) Increase transit efficiency and speed; and,
2) Increase bicycle / pedestrian access to transit stops between Service Center Road
(Aspen Airport) and the Maroon Creek Roundabout.
This study, which will be used to inform upcoming planning efforts and funding allocations, is to
identify the most effective, feasible, and implementable infrastructure improvements that will
reduce friction for transit riders while considering existing plans and redevelopment efforts
currently under review.
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The result is to be a cost / benefit analysis that will identify and help prioritize these
infrastructure projects into a capital improvement plan for the EOTC. It is anticipated that the
cost / benefit analysis framework of the capital improvement plan can then work as a backbone
for prioritizing other infrastructure projects outside of this initial stretch of Highway 82 in the
future.
Project Background, Funding and Goals - With significant progress made over the past 28 years
toward carrying out the Comprehensive Valley Transportation Plan (CVTP), the EOTC is
uniquely situated to look to the future to address mobility in the Roaring Fork Valley. Moreover,
as many people have identified possible ways to increase transit speed and efficiency as well as
increase bike / pedestrian access to transit through this corridor over the years, an independent
analysis has not been conducted to identify the most effective approaches.
The Transportation Administrator, based on comments and ideas received at the EOTC retreat in
August 2019, developed the scope for this study. In January 2020, staff received initial approval
for a Multi-Modal Options Fund (MMOF) grant from CDOT of up to $50,000 (50% of cost up to
$100,000) for this study. The total cost for this study was estimated at $100,000. In addition,
RFTA is contributing $5,000. At the October 29, 2020 EOTC budget meeting, the EOTC
allocated $45,000 to move forward with this study.
With the assistance of a cost / benefit analysis framework to help prioritize the identified
infrastructure projects, the goal is to identify the most impactful infrastructure projects the EOTC
could undertake within the near to mid-term (1-5 years) as well as projects that should be
considered in the longer term (5+ years).
It is understood that while some of the outcomes from the Study may be more capital intensive
than others, this analysis will provide the EOTC information and a basis for considering each of
the options relative to the amount of funding available.
Project Tasks – With direction to move forward with this study from the EOTC, through an RFP
process Pitkin County has procured the assistance of Mead and Hunt to execute this study. The
stages and elements of the study will be as follows:
a. Existing conditions and needs assessment.
b. Identification of possible infrastructure improvements to achieve the stated goals.
c. Create a cost/benefit analysis and prioritized list of most impactful and cost effective
improvements to achieve the stated goals.
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d. Develop a final plan for implementation.
e. Any unused budgeted funds are to be utilized to create initial concept plans for the top
2-3 identified projects. (To be completed between July 29, 2021 and December 31, 2021)
Project Schedule

Next Steps
As stated in the previous section for the IMS, staff plans to review the outcomes from the UVTE
study along with the IMS and present a unified staff recommendation. The feedback received
from the EOTC will then be carried forward for development of the EOTC’s 2022 budget and
Work Plan.
Representatives from the consulting team will be available to present the study and/or answer
questions from the EOTC at the meeting scheduled for July 29, 2021.
Immediately following the July 29, 2021 EOTC meeting, the top 2-3 projects will be further
developed by the Mead and Hunt team moving them into concept plan and pre-engineering
design. The extent of this concept plan and pre-engineering development will be determined by
which projects come out on top as well as the amount of funding remaining in the contract. After
the contract with Mead and Hunt ends in December 2021, staff will evaluate the logical next
steps at that point.
In the longer term and as noted previously, staff intends to continue utilizing the cost / benefit
analysis framework developed as a part of this study to help prioritize other infrastructure
projects being considered by the EOTC in the future. This prioritized infrastructure improvement
list can then be used as a capital improvement plan by the EOTC moving forward. Staff will
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collaborate throughout and following the conclusion of this study to identify how the cost /
benefit analysis functioned, make any necessary adjustments, and consider the best way to utilize
this kind of plan moving forward.

c.

Brush Creek Park and Ride to AABC Trail Connection Feasibility Study

As the EOTC may recall from the October 2020 meeting, this is a new partnership project to look at the
trail connection from the Brush Creek Park and Ride to the Aspen Airport Business Center starting in
2021. The total feasibility study cost is anticipated to be $75,000 with Pitkin County Open Space and
Trails (OST), City of Aspen Parks and Open Space, and the Elected Officials Transportation Committee
each contributing $25,000. The EOTC approved $25,000 for this feasibility study in October 2020 for
2021.
The City of Aspen, Town of Snowmass Village and Pitkin County have been creating a seamless off
highway trail connection throughout the upper valley for over 25 years. The Rio Grande Trail, Owl
Creek Trail, Aspen Business Center Trail, and Brush Creek Trail connect the upper valley communities
and provide a commuting and recreational amenity.
There is one large gap in the system since the Brush Creek Trail currently ends at the Brush Creek Park
and Ride, which is a major transportation hub between Aspen and Snowmass Village. Trail users have
only one off highway trail option from this lot to connect to the Aspen Airport Business Center and
Aspen. This connection takes users down valley towards Woody Creek, down the Aspen Mass Trail to
Jaffee Park that connects to a steep soft surface trail to the Rio Grande Trail.
To fill this gap Pitkin County OST completed a feasibility study in 2014 to look at options to provide a
more direct connection that would encourage many more users to use the Brush Creek Park and Ride for
parking and commuting via bike. The goal is to update the feasibility study Pitkin County OST.
When the feasibility study was completed in 2014 the Open Space Board and BOCC decided to hold off
on this project until a partnership could be created. The new feasibility study will inform the boards and
public of the possible options and provide updated costs. A public process is anticipated to begin
following the development of technically feasible options.
To date, Pitkin County OST is developing an RFP to identify a consulting team for this study. It is
anticipated that this feasibility study will be completed in 2021. Staff will present these updates, findings
and next steps to the EOTC and the other partners once the study is moving forward.

d.

Brush Creek Park and Ride – FLAP Construction Timeframe Update

In 2019 and 2020, the EOTC reviewed and approved the 30%, 70% and 95% plans for the pavement,
landscaping, circulation and restroom improvements at the Brush Creek Park and Ride. The plans are
currently at 100% and a Location and Extent was approved by Pitkin County in the fall of 2020.
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As the EOTC may recall, this $6.9 million project is to be funded with $2.4 million from a Federal
Highways Administration (FHWA) Federal Lands Access Program (FLAP) grant, $1 million in CDOT
CMAQ funds, and the EOTC has allocated approximately $3.5 million. The EOTC currently has its
matching funds allocated within the 2021 budget year.
At the October 2020 EOTC budget meeting, it was still unknown whether the FHWA would have its
funding available for this project in 2021 or 2022. As a result, taking the most optimistic approach the
EOTC, at the suggestion of staff, allocated its matching funds in 2021 with the understanding that should
the FHWA funds not be available in 2021 then the EOTC funds may need to be moved to 2022 as a part
of the next budget cycle.
It is now known that the FHWA will not have funding available for this project in 2021 and construction
is now slated for the summer of 2022. As a result, it is anticipated that the EOTC will need to move its
matching funding for this project to 2022 at the budget meeting in October.
e.

Brush Creek Park and Ride – Food Truck / Farm Stand Experiment Update

As the EOTC may recall, direction was provided at the April 30, 2020 meeting to move forward with a
one-season experiment at the Brush Creek Park and Ride that includes the placement of up to one food
truck and/or one farm stand. This experiment was anticipated to take place in either the summer of 2021
or 2022 depending on the schedule for the FLAP improvements construction at the Park and Ride, which
was unknown at the time.
With this direction, the Transportation Administrator moved forward with: 1) obtaining consent from
CDOT as the property owner; 2) obtaining a 1041 regulation determination from the Pitkin County
Community Development Department; and, 3) obtaining a determination on a Location and Extent
Review from the Pitkin County Planning and Zoning Commission.
To date, CDOT has provided consent for the experiment, the Pitkin County Community Development
Department issued a Finding of No Significant Impact (FONSI) in relation to the County 1041
regulations, and in September 2020 the Pitkin County Planning and Zoning Commission approved the
Location and Extent, with conditions.
In terms of timeframe moving forward, as the construction of the FLAP improvements is now set for
2022, the food truck and/or farm stand experiment is moving forward for the summer of 2021. Staff is
currently working through the solicitation process with Pitkin County Procurement to ensure there is a
transparent and equitable selection for the food truck and farm stand vendor(s).
In February staff started to advertise the solicitation to identify a food truck and/or farm stand vendor. The
closing date for the solicitation is March 12, 2021. If all goes as planned, a food truck and / or farm stand
vendor should be at the Park and Ride starting this spring.
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Throughout this one-season experiment, Staff will monitor the impacts of the food truck and / or farm
stand on transit ridership, carpooling (if possible), and Park and Ride usage throughout the season. The
findings will be brought back to the EOTC following completion of the experiment.
f.

Buttermilk Park and Ride Signage

Over the course of the past year, it has come to Staff’s attention that there is no signage on Highway 82
indicating the location of the Buttermilk Park and Ride. As a result, the Transportation Administrator, the
City of Aspen Parking Director, and the Pitkin County Public Works Director have been working in
partnership to find a solution to filling this basic information gap. Adding static metal signage on
Highway 82 indicating the location of the Buttermilk Park and Ride appears to be a relatively low cost
improvement with potentially notable gains.
The anticipated signage would include one up valley and one down valley static metal sign on Highway
82. While the signage on Highway 82 for the Buttermilk Park and Ride is likely to be similar to the static
metal blue and white signs for Brush Creek Park and Ride, staff is currently working through the CDOT
specs to identify a specific location, verbiage, and size.
To date, Staff has been communicating with CDOT regarding the permit process for the signage. Based
on available funding sources, the Transportation Administrator has identified funds within the EOTC
budget that is designated for ‘Professional Services’ that involves participation in regional transportation.
As this is an intergovernmental effort and is consistent with the EOTC Strategic Plan and CVTP, the
Transportation Administrator has been working with SGM in Glenwood Springs to conduct the necessary
design, site planning and permitting with CDOT. It is anticipated that the cost of this service will be less
than $4,000 and within the identified 2021 budget line item.
Once the sign is designed and the permit is obtained from CDOT, it is anticipated that the City of Aspen
Parking Department will provide the physical signs while the Pitkin County Public Works Department
will manage installation. Staff is working to have these signs installed in the spring of 2021.
g.

Maroon Creek Roundabout Reconstruction Funding Request

As outlined in the attached letter from Andrew Knapp, P.E., CDOT Glenwood Springs Resident Engineer
(See exhibit 1), in 2022 CDOT will be repaving Highway 82 from the Aspen Airport Business Center to
the Castle Creek Bridge. Mr. Knapp explains, “As part of this CDOT funded project we are considering
reconstructing the Maroon Creek roundabout in concrete pavement and simultaneously making some
select safety and operation improvements to the roundabout.”
The motivation for redoing the Maroon Creek Roundabout in concrete over asphalt is to prevent the kind
of failures seen every few years that results in notable traffic backups and delays. In addition, CDOT is
looking to make some safety and operational improvements that will help the Roundabout operate more
smoothly.
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CDOT, as the project lead, has secured a number of internal and external funding sources for this
estimated $2.53 million project (roundabout reconstruction only). These funding sources to date include
almost $1 million from the City of Aspen while CDOT is looking to contribute a total of about $490,000
in addition to an estimated $100,000 of in kind design. While there may be some other State sources
available, which are still being identified, CDOT has requested $271,000 from the EOTC, $300,000 from
RFTA, and $100,000 from Pitkin County plus the ability to use Mclain Flats Road as an official detour
route. It is anticipated that these contributions along with other State funds can fully fund the Maroon
Creek Roundabout reconstruction project.
While the EOTC has a request from CDOT for $271,000 toward this infrastructure project, it is important
to note that the EOTC by Statute can only provide funding to projects that improve transit. As a result,
Mr. Knapp has provided the following nexus to transit (See Exhibit 1):
CDOT is requesting the EOTC participate as a funding partner for this project. Since the
EOTC is a transit focused body CDOT is requesting funding participation at the level
commensurate with the use of the roundabout by transit vehicles. A traffic study of the
Maroon Creek Roundabout dated July 1, 2020 done by Kimley Horn on behalf of the City
of Aspen counted bus traffic at 3.57% of vehicles on the day traffic data was recorded. The
State Highway Access code considers busses to have a passenger car equivalency of 3 due
to their increased length compared to passenger cars. Based on that information CDOT is
requesting the EOTC participate at a funding level of 3.57% x 3, or 10.71%. At the current
estimated cost of $2.53 million that amounts to a contribution towards the project of
$271,000.
It is staff’s opinion that this nexus to transit is rational. The benefits to transit are related to increased
reliability due to improved operation and fewer infrastructure failures that cause unexpected delays to
transit service.
In addition to funds for the project, the EOTC is also able to assist by allowing usage of the Dynamic
Message Sign (DMS) on Highway 82 located about a mile down valley of the Brush Creek Park and
Ride. This sign can provide construction and detour related messaging to motorists and encourage transit
ridership.
Staff understands that CDOT is considering smart work zone technology to display travel times on
portable message boards during construction similar to those used on the Grand Avenue Bridge Project.
Looking ahead, this is anticipated to be a 2022 construction project and as a result these funds are
requested for the 2022 budget year. At this point, considering the large projects the EOTC is currently
undertaking in 2022 along with the uncertainty of EOTC funding due to changes in State sales and use tax
collections and COVID-19, staff will bring this request back to the EOTC at the scheduled budget
meeting in October 2021. At this meeting in October, the EOTC will be reviewing the complete 2022
budget and can consider this request along with other efforts while having a more complete picture of
available funds. Staff has discussed this timeframe with CDOT and it appears to be workable. As a result,
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while Staff wants to make the EOTC aware of this request, a determination from the EOTC is not
necessary at this time.
h.

Town of Snowmass Village Transit Center – Progress Update (David Peckler,
Transportation Director, Town of Snowmass Village)
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BUDGETARY IMPACT:
None at this time.
RECOMMENDED ACTION:
None at this time.
ATTACHMENTS:
Exhibit 1 – Letter from Andrew Knapp, P.E., CDOT Glenwood Springs Resident Engineer
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EXHIBIT 1
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EXHIBIT 1
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